Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC)
Minutes for the June 24, 2020 Meeting

The ARRC Chair welcomed everyone and thanked them for their continued active participation during these unprecedented times and encouraged everyone to continue their engagement and interaction during the virtual meetings. Members were reminded that relevant materials from the Credit Sensitivity Group workshops are posted on the New York Fed’s website and that the comments to the Treasury Request for Information (RFI) on the possibility of issuing a SOFR-linked floating rate note are due by July 6. In addition, an update was provided on the recent Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announcement on its intent to bring forward legislation to amend the Benchmarks Regulation.

Brunswick provided an update on the planning for a new format for the ARRC Roundtable to accommodate the remote working environment. This year’s event will include a series of webcasts on topics related to the LIBOR transition which will be held over the course of July and August.

The ARRC Chair thanked members for providing feedback on the supplemental spread adjustment consultation on the technical details of the ARRC’s recommended spread adjustment, specifically on whether the ARRC recommendation should utilize ISDA’s recommended spread adjustment methodology or spread adjustment value that is calculated from the ISDA approach. The ARRC received 49 responses to its supplemental consultation from a mix of banks, government-sponsored entities, asset managers, insurance companies, and industry associations. A clear majority of respondents to the consultation favored a recommendation of the same spread adjustment values as ISDA and respondents were unanimous that the timing of the ARRC recommendation on spread adjustments should align with timing of the ISDA spread adjustment. The ARRC approved the two technical details resulting from the consultation and a press release was subsequently released.

The ARRC Chair provided a high level overview of the responses received on the private student loan fallback language consultation. The ARRC received 11 responses from consumer advocacy groups, lenders and loan servicers active in the student loan market, associations representing education finance organizations, and other institutions. In line with the majority of responses, the ARRC’s final recommendations have retained the language proposed in the consultation with certain technical adjustments. The ARRC approved the recommendations resulting from the consultation and final recommended fallback language was subsequently published.

Members of the Consumer Products working group provided updates on various workstreams under way. Since the meeting, the conventions for student loans was published.

The Chair of the Business Loans working group provided an update on the group’s progress toward developing conventions and refining the recommended hardwired fallback language for syndicated loans. The updated hardwired fallback language was subsequently published.

The co-Chairs of the Securitizations/CLO working group provided an update on the conventions for their asset class. The document is expected to be published in the near future.

The ARRC Chair provided a further update on the launch of the Request for Proposal processes in connection with the 2020 Objectives related to selecting: 1) an administrator of an ARRC-recommended
forward looking SOFR rate, and 2) an administrator to publish the ARRC's recommended spread adjustments and spread-adjusted rates. He noted that an email was sent requesting volunteers to participate in the process and encouraged members to respond.

In closing, the ARRC Chair noted that the next meeting will be August 5th via Webex and that he appreciates everyone’s diligence as we continue to move forward with the transition.
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